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Abstract: In this paper we present the efficient design of functional thin-film metamaterial devices with the effective surface conductivity approach. As an example, we demonstrate a graphene based perfect absorber. After formulating the requirements to the perfect absorber in terms of surface conductivity we investigate the properties of graphene wire medium and graphene fishnet metamaterials and demonstrate both narrowband and broadband tunable absorbers.
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THz science and technology is relatively young, new devices and materials are on demand. Graphene, a material consisting of one monolayer of carbon atoms, provides unique properties, such as optical transparency, flexibility, high electron mobility and conductivity, which can be tuned by electrochemical potential via, for example, electrostatic gating, magnetic field or optical excitation [4–6]. It was theoretically shown that graphene supports surface plasmon polaritons in the terahertz and infrared ranges [7–15] and can be a building material for metamaterials, which provide a wider range of electromagnetic properties than continuous graphene. Therefore continuous and structured graphene allows for an ultimate terahertz radiation control resulting in functional devices [16], such as modulators [17–19], hyperlenses [20], tunable reflectors, filters, absorbers and polarizers [21–24]. In this paper we will focus on graphene
Even though graphene is optically transparent, it has an enormous absorption of 2.3% per monolayer in the optical range and more in the THz. Absorption of structured graphene films can reach 100% [21–23, 25–27]. In most cases modeling of graphene metamaterial based devices is based on numerical simulation and optimization and requires multiple variables analysis. It not only makes the design process slower and more complicated, but also hinders important physics.

In this paper we propose a simple, yet powerful method for graphene metamaterials description and tunable perfect absorber design. The method is based on the transmission line analogy and describes a graphene metamaterial through an effective surface conductivity. In section II we describe the methodology of the perfect absorber design. We explain the effective surface conductivity approach and examine the properties of graphene wire medium and graphene fishnet metamaterial in section III. Examples of tunable narrow- and broadband absorbers designs are given in section IV.

2. Metamaterials based perfect absorber

The effective surface conductivity approach is based on the transmission line analogy. It is well-known, that propagation of a plane wave in a dielectric can be described by an equivalent transmission line with perfect electric and perfect magnetic boundary conditions [28, 29]. A thin conducting layer with surface conductivity \( \sigma = \sigma_0 + i\sigma' \) at the flat boundary between two dielectrics (refractive indices \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \), see Fig. 1) is equivalent to a load attached to the junction between two transmission lines.

If the thickness of the conductive layer is much smaller than the wavelength (that is true for graphene in the ultrabroad range of spectrum from radiowaves to deep ultraviolet), than we can neglect the thickness and consider the conductive layer as a point load. For the normal incidence the amplitude transmission and reflection coefficients for a wave coming from the first dielectric are [18]
\[ t = \frac{2n_1}{n_1 + n_2 + \sigma_S Z_0} \quad (1) \]

\[ r = \frac{n_1 - n_2 - \sigma_S Z_0}{n_1 + n_2 + \sigma_S Z_0} \quad (2) \]

\[ Z_0 = 120\pi \text{ Ohm is the free-space impedance. In the case of infinite surface conductivity } \sigma_S = \infty \text{ the wave will be fully reflected } (r = -1). \text{ Surface conductivity equal to 0 plays no effect and the formulas become standard Fresnel formulas for the interface between two dielectrics. For the incidence at angle } \phi \text{ one should consider TE and TM polarizations, then the transmission and reflection coefficients become} \]

\[ t_{TE} = \frac{2q_1}{q_1 + q_2 + Z_0 \sigma_S}, \quad (3) \]

\[ r_{TE} = \frac{q_1 - q_2 - Z_0 \sigma_S}{q_1 + q_2 + Z_0 \sigma_S}, \quad (4) \]

\[ t_{TM} = \frac{2\varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2 + Z_0 \sigma_S}, \quad (5) \]

\[ r_{TM} = \frac{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 - Z_0 \sigma_S}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2 + Z_0 \sigma_S}, \quad (6) \]

where \( q_{1,2} = \sqrt{\varepsilon_{1,2} - \sin^2 \phi} \) is the normalized normal component of the propagation constant and \( \varepsilon_{1,2} = n_{1,2}^2 \) are the relative dielectric constants.

The most important for the practical THz applications is the case of the normal incidence, therefore we focus on it. Let us normalize the formulas for the normal incidence (1) dividing nominator and denominator by the refractive index of the first material \( n_1 \)

\[ t = \frac{2}{1 + \gamma + \xi + i \zeta}, \quad (7) \]

\[ r = \frac{1 - \gamma - \xi - i \zeta}{1 + \gamma + \xi + i \zeta}, \quad (8) \]

where \( \gamma = n_2/n_1 \) is the ratio of the refractive indices and \( \xi + i \zeta = (\sigma' + i \sigma'') Z_0/n_1 \) is the normalized surface conductivity.

Structuring graphene layer allows for changing the surface conductivity by reducing the amount of conductive material and by introducing plasmonic resonances. The power transmittance, reflectance and absorbance of the considered conducting layer are

\[ T = |t|^2 = \frac{4\gamma}{(1 + \gamma + \xi)^2 + \zeta^2}, \quad (9) \]

\[ R = \frac{(1 - \gamma - \xi)^2 + \zeta^2}{(1 + \gamma + \xi)^2 + \zeta^2}, \quad (10) \]

\[ A = 1 - T - R = \frac{4\xi}{(1 + \gamma + \xi)^2 + \zeta^2}. \quad (11) \]

The extremum analysis reveals that maximal absorption occurs, when \( \zeta = 0 \) and \( \xi = 1 + \gamma \), then the absorbance is equal to
\[ A_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{1 + \gamma}. \] (12)

For the symmetric environment \((n_1 = n_2, \text{ so } \gamma = 1)\) the maximal absorbance cannot exceed 0.5. We can, however, obtain larger absorbance for \(\gamma < 1\) that corresponds to the case of incidence from a high-dielectric material with \(n_1 > n_2\). For example, \(\gamma = 0.29\) for a silicon \((n = 3.416)\) - air interface and \(A_{\text{max}} = 0.77\). We should, however, take into account that in reality incidence from silicon requires the wave to be previously coupled into silicon from air that gives transmittance 0.70. Therefore, the total absorption of the initial wave is 0.54, that is not much better than for a symmetrical case \(\gamma = 1\).

We can achieve larger absorbance if we use more conductive layers separated with a dielectric. In the simplest configuration it can be a graphene metamaterial layer above a mirror (ground plane) [see Figs. 2(a)–2(b)].

![Graphene metamaterial diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** Total absorbance can be achieved in the graphene metamaterial film above a ground plane. (a) Equivalent transmission line. Graphene metamaterial is equivalent to a load, metallic mirror is equivalent to short circuit. (b) Graphene metamaterial and mirror (ground plane) are separated with a thick dielectric layer of thickness \(h\). The metamaterial itself consists of two layers of structured graphene separated with a very thin dielectric.

In this configuration we have a Fabry-Perot resonator with one perfect mirror \((r_3 = -1)\). The reflection coefficient for the whole system is

\[ r = r_1 - \frac{r_1 r_2}{\exp(-2\Phi) + r_2}. \] (13)

where \(\Phi = k_0 n_2 h\) is the phase advance upon one propagation through dielectric, \(k_0 = \frac{\omega}{c}\) is the free-space wavenumber and \(h\) is the thickness of dielectric between graphene and ground.
plane. The meaning of the transmission and reflection coefficients $t_1, t_2, r_1, r_2$ is clear from the Fig. 2(a) and their values are

$$t_1 = \frac{2}{1 + \gamma + \xi + i\zeta},$$  
(14)

$$t_2 = \frac{2\gamma}{1 + \gamma + \xi + i\zeta},$$  
(15)

$$r_1 = \frac{1 - \gamma - \xi - i\zeta}{1 + \gamma + \xi + i\zeta},$$  
(16)

$$r_2 = \frac{\gamma - 1 - \xi - i\zeta}{1 + \gamma + \xi + i\zeta}.$$  
(17)

After simple though tedious algebraic transformations we obtain absorbance

$$A = \frac{4\xi}{(1 + \xi)^2 + [\zeta + \gamma\cot(\Phi)]^2}.$$  
(18)

The absorbance can be equal to 1 if simultaneously

$$\xi = 1,$$  
(19)

$$\zeta + \gamma\cot(\Phi) = 0.$$  
(20)

Absorbance as a function of $\xi$ and $\zeta + \gamma\cot(\Phi)$ has one global maximum (Fig. 3). We define the working regime of the absorber, when absorbance $A \geq 0.9$. The working range of $\xi$ and $\zeta + \gamma\cot(\Phi)$ lies within a circle of the radius $\approx 0.7$ centered at $\xi = 1.2, \zeta + \gamma\cot(\Phi) = 0$. We should keep in mind that $\xi(\omega, E_F)$ and $\zeta(\omega, E_F)$ are the functions of frequency $\omega$ and Fermi energy $E_F$, whereas $\cot(\Phi) = \cot(\frac{\omega}{c}n_2h)$ is just the function of frequency only.

![Fig. 3. Absorbance shows a global maximum at $\xi = 1, \zeta + \gamma\cot(\Phi) = 0$. The working range $A \geq 0.9$ lies within a circle of the radius $\approx 0.7$ centered at $\xi = 1, \zeta + \gamma\cot(\Phi) = 0$.](image)

For the further discussion we should look in more details at the properties of graphene and graphene metamaterials.

3. Effective conductivity of graphene metamaterials

It is very natural to describe the properties of graphene in terms of surface conductivity, since this quantity can be measured directly in a wide range from radio to THz frequencies [30–32]. Graphene’s conductivity is described with interband and intraband contributions [33, 34]
\[ \sigma_S = \sigma_{\text{intra}}^S + \sigma_{\text{inter}}^S, \quad (21) \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{intra}}^S = \frac{2k_B T e^2}{\pi \hbar^2} \ln(2 \cosh \frac{E_F}{2k_B T}) \frac{i}{\omega + i\tau^{-1}}, \quad (22) \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{inter}}^S = \frac{e^2}{4\hbar} \left[ H\left(\frac{\omega}{2}\right) + i \frac{4\omega}{\pi} \int_0^{\infty} \frac{H(\Omega) - H\left(\frac{\omega}{2}\right)}{\omega^2 - 4\Omega^2} d\Omega \right], \quad (23) \]

where \( H(\Omega) = \sinh \left(\frac{\hbar \Omega}{k_BT}\right) / \left(\cosh \frac{\hbar \Omega}{k_BT} + \cosh \frac{E_F}{k_BT}\right) \), \( T \) is the temperature, \( E_F \) - electrochemical potential (Fermi energy), \( \omega \) - frequency of the electromagnetic wave and \( \tau = 10^{-13} \text{s} \) - the relaxation time. For the THz frequencies, where the photon energy \( \hbar \omega \ll E_F \), the interband part (23) is negligible comparing to the intraband. Therefore, in the THz range graphene is well described by the Drude-like surface conductivity (22). For \( E_F \gg k_BT \) the conductivity depends linearly on the Fermi energy

\[ \sigma_S \approx \frac{e^2 E_F}{\pi \hbar^2} \frac{i}{\omega + i\tau^{-1}}. \quad (24) \]

For the numerical simulations graphene is usually represented as a layer of material of a small thickness \( \Delta \) with an in-plane effective permittivity

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{eff}}, \parallel = 1 + i \frac{\sigma_{\text{S}}}{\varepsilon_0 \omega \Delta}. \quad (25) \]

The normal component of the effective permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}, n} = 1 \).

In other words we can say that graphene is represented by a thin metal with the plasma frequency depending on the Fermi level

\[ \omega_p = \left[ \frac{2e^2 k_BT}{\pi \hbar^2 \varepsilon_0 \Delta} \ln(2 \cosh \frac{E_F}{2k_BT}) \right]^{1/2}. \quad (26) \]

The conductivity of a continuous graphene film can be calculated analytically with expression (22). However, for structured graphene metamaterials an analytical description is problematic and therefore we should turn to numerical methods. Tassin et al. [35] proposed to characterize the thin-film metallic and graphene metamaterials with the electric and magnetic effective surface conductivities \( \sigma_{\text{eff}}^{(e)} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{eff}}^{(m)} \) and proposed the formulas for their retrieval for the symmetric environment (the same homogeneous dielectric on the both sides from the metasurface).

In this work we consider the normal incidence of the wave and a thin-film electric metamaterial in the asymmetric environment. In this situation the formula for the restoration of the effective surface conductivity \( \sigma_{\text{eff}}^{S} \), which can be derived through the inversion of the Eq. (7), becomes

\[ \xi + i\xi = \frac{2}{l} - (1 + \gamma). \quad (27) \]

Some numerical programs (like, for example, CST Microwave Studio [36], which we used) calculate \( S_{21} \)-parameter that is related to the amplitude transmission coefficient, as \( S_{21} = \sqrt{\gamma} \). The effective surface conductivity expressed through \( S_{21} \)-parameter is

\[ \sigma_{\text{eff}}^{S} Z_0 = \frac{2}{S_{21}} \sqrt{n_1n_2} - (n_1 + n_2). \quad (28) \]

We should mention that while the refractive index of the ambient dielectrics is of little importance for the restoration of continuous graphene surface conductivity (we do not consider
the influence of the substrate on the electronic structure and Fermi level), it becomes crucial for the graphene metamaterial, since the frequency of the plasmonic resonance depends on the dielectric surrounding. Therefore, \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) should correspond to dielectrics that are involved in the device fabrication.

Let us now look on values of the surface conductivities of graphene and graphene based metamaterials (Fig. 4). We should, however, make a comment on choosing the design of metamaterials. First of all, in order to tune their properties by electrostatic gating, there should be at least two layers of graphene separated with a thin dielectric spacer. Each of the graphene sheets then plays the role of a gate electrode. Applying the voltage moves the Fermi level in both graphene layers [18], but in opposite directions. Nevertheless, if initially the Fermi level is at the Dirac point, the changes of graphene conductivity in both layers are the same. Employing the ground plane [Fig. 2(b)] as a gate electrode does not suit, since as we will see further the dielectric separation between graphene metamaterial and ground plane should be on the order of several tens of micrometers, that requires high gating voltages of tens of kV for noticeable change in conductivity.

Second, structured graphene layer should be electrically connected, otherwise we cannot change the properties of the whole layer by applying voltage. Therefore metamaterials, consisting of isolated graphene patches are not suitable for tunable devices.

Third, in order to make the metamaterial polarization insensitive (under normal incidence), its unit cell should be at least \( C_4 \) symmetric.

This is why we consider two-dimensional graphene wire medium [wires width \( b = 2 \mu m \), see Figs. 4(b) and 2(b)] and graphene fishnet [wires width \( b = 2 \mu m \), patches width \( w = 12 \mu m \), see Figs. 4(c) and 2(b)]. The sizes are selected to be compatible with photolithography. Nevertheless, much finer structures can be fabricated with electron-beam or nanoimprint lithography. The period of the metamaterial is \( a = 15 \mu m \). Graphene is embedded into TOPAS polymer \( (n_1 = n_2 = 1.53) \), which has low losses in the THz range [37]. Graphene is modeled as a layer of thickness \( \Delta = 2 \) nm.

The conductivity of continuous graphene is Drude-like and it changes gradually with the frequency and Fermi level [see Fig. 4(a)]. Naturally, graphene wires [Fig. 4(b)] exhibit lower values of conductivity, as graphene is effectively "dissolved" in dielectric. The fishnet metamaterial [Fig. 4(c)] exhibits a strong plasmonic resonance. The resonance frequency increases with the Fermi energy that corresponds to the fact that graphene becomes "more metallic". In the resonant region the real part of conductivity becomes large and the imaginary part experiences oscillations and even changes its sign becoming negative. We should mention that the wire medium [Fig. 4(b)] also exhibits a plasmonic resonance, but it occurs at higher frequencies. Moreover, we observe here the fundamental plasmonic mode. Higher order modes lie at larger frequencies and they can also be used for the THz absorber [21].

4. Graphene metamaterial based absorber

Now we focus on the design of a graphene metamaterial based absorber. Practically the Fermi level can be changed by electrostatic gating by approximately \( \pm 0.5 \) eV, so we consider \( E_F = 0.5 \) eV as the Fermi energy value where we expect the maximal absorption, while for Fermi level at the Dirac point \( E_F = 0 \) eV we expect the minimal absorption. We consider the graphene double layer metamaterial above the ground plane depicted in Fig. 2(b).

For some applications an absorber should be narrowband, for others the bandwidth should be broad. Therefore we will formulate the guidelines for the bandwidth tuning by design. We have already mentioned that the absorbance has a global maximum near \( \xi = 1, \zeta + \gamma \cot \Phi = 0 \). The working bandwidth depends on how fast \( \xi \) and \( \zeta + \gamma \cot \Phi \) change with frequency \( \omega \). For the gradually changing conductivity of continuous graphene film [see Fig. 4(a)] the fastest
Fig. 4. Real and imaginary part of normalized effective surface conductivity $\sigma Z_0$ of continuous graphene (a), graphene wire medium (b) and graphene fishnet metamaterial (c). In all cases there are two layers of graphene separated with a thin dielectric. Graphene wire medium shows reduced Drude-like conductivity as compared with continuous graphene, whereas graphene fishnet exhibits a plasmonic resonance that gives large values of real part and negative imaginary part of conductivity.

Changes are related to $\cot\Phi = \cot(\frac{\omega}{c} n_2 h)$, so the cotangent, which is monotonously decreasing function, determines the working bandwidth mostly. To extend the bandwidth we can, however, compensate the quick variation of cotangent $\cot(\frac{\omega}{c} n_2 h)$ by modifying the frequency behavior of $\xi(\omega)$ that depend on design (see Fig. 4).

The design procedure of the absorber is the following. First, from the extracted effective conductivity dependence $\xi(\omega)|_{E_F=0.5\text{eV}}$ we find the working frequency $\omega_0$ corresponding to $\xi(\omega_0)|_{E_F=0.5\text{eV}} = 1$. Second, we select the thickness $h$ of the dielectric such, that $\xi(\omega_0)|_{E_F=0.5\text{eV}} + \gamma\cot(\frac{\omega}{c} n_2 h) = 0$. That gives $h = \frac{c}{n_2 \omega_0} \arccot(-\frac{\xi(\omega_0)|_{E_F=0.5\text{eV}}}{\gamma})$. If $\arccot(-\frac{\xi(\omega_0)|_{E_F=0.5\text{eV}}}{\gamma}) < 0$, then we should add $\pi$, since the thickness cannot be negative. Finally we check the performance of the absorber with the Fermi level $E_F$ variation.

If we look at the continuous graphene film, its conductivity components $\xi$ and $\zeta$ change gradually [Figs. 5(a)–5(b)]. The required dielectric thickness is $h = 35.9\mu m$. The sum of a gradually changing $\zeta$ [Fig. 5(b), green line] with quickly changing $\gamma\cot\Phi$ (orange line with triangles) is also a quickly changing function (red line with circles). Therefore the working bandwidth of the absorber [Fig. 5(c), orange line with triangles] is narrow, namely, 0.4 THz.
The results of the analytical predictions [Fig. 5(c), lines] are in a perfect agreement with the full-wave numerical modeling [Fig. 5(c), symbols]. We should admit that at frequencies close to 1.2 THz there is a pronounced absorption of 0.4 even in the off-state, when Fermi energy is 0. It occurs due to the high values of real conductivity. Nevertheless, at the working point 2.3 THz absorbance changes from less than 0.1 to 1 in the range of Fermi energy variation from 0 to 0.5 eV. What is important, the frequency of high absorbance lies very close to the minimum of absorbance, which is defined by the optical length $n_2h$ through the $\cot \Phi = \infty$ condition. Therefore, the absorbance is very sensitive to the value of $n_2h$ in this region and it allows to use the absorber as an efficient sensor, which reacts to the changes of refractive index $n_2$ or thickness $h$.

Employment of graphene wire medium leads to a similar absorber performance as for the continuous graphene film, since their conductivities dependence on frequency and Fermi energy are qualitatively the same [see Figs. 4(b)–4(c)]. We can, however, tune the working frequency (condition $\xi(\omega) = 1$) by changing the width of graphene wires $b$. Another situation occurs for the graphene fishnet, which has the plasmonic resonance (Fig. 6). Even though in the low-frequencies the real conductivity $\xi$ is below 1 [Fig. 6(a)], in the region of plasmonic resonance $\xi \approx 1$. The imaginary part $\zeta$ [Fig. 6(b), green line] oscillates and has a region of quick increase with the frequency. For the working thickness of dielectric $h = 17.6 \mu m$ it is therefore possible to compensate monotonously decreasing $\gamma \cot \Phi$ [Fig. 6(b), orange line with triangles] and the sum

---

Fig. 5. (a) Real part of normalized surface conductivity of two graphene layers $\xi = 1$ at 2.3 THz. (b) Imaginary part $\zeta$ (green line) defines the value of dielectric thickness $h$, so that quickly changing $\gamma \cot \Phi$ (orange line with triangles) compensate $\zeta$ and give $\zeta + \gamma \cot \Phi = 0$ (red line with circles) at the same frequency 2.3 THz. (c) Absorbance of the device is tuned by Fermi energy $[0 \text{ (black)}, 0.1 \text{ (orange)}, 0.2 \text{ (green)}, 0.5 \text{ (red) eV}]$. The analytical predictions (lines) are in a perfect correspondence with full-wave simulation results (symbols). The working bandwidth at $A \geq 0.9$ is 0.4 THz.
\[ \zeta + \gamma \cot \Phi \] [Fig. 6(b), red line with circles] stays close to 0 in a wider range than for continuous graphene. Therefore the working bandwidth at \( A \geq 0.9 \) reaches 1.9 THz [Fig. 6(c)]. Tuning the Fermi energy allows for gradual variation of the absorbance from 0.05-0.2 to 1. Such device can be used as a tunable broadband THz attenuator.

![Graph showing real and imaginary parts of surface conductivity and absorbance](image)

**Fig. 6.** (a) Real part of normalized surface conductivity of two graphene fishnet layers \( \xi = 1 \) at 2.7 THz. (b) Imaginary part \( \zeta \) (green line) defines the value of dielectric thickness \( h \), so that quickly changing \( \gamma \cot \Phi \) (red line with circles) compensate \( \zeta \) and give \( \zeta + \gamma \cot \Phi = 0 \) (orange line with triangles) at the same frequency 2.7 THz. (c) Absorbance of the device is tuned by Fermi energy \( 0 \) (black), 0.1 (orange), 0.2 (green), 0.5 (red) eV. The analytical predictions (lines) are in a perfect correspondence with full-wave simulation results (symbols). The working bandwidth at \( A \geq 0.9 \) is 1.9 THz.

**5. Discussion and conclusions**

We have presented the description of graphene metamaterials through the effective surface conductivity. Such description is rather natural, since the surface conductivity can be directly measured in experiment. Using the effective conductivity for reflection and transmission allows for simple and efficient design of graphene based functional THz devices. Even though we have focused on the THz range due to its technical importance and need for new THz materials and devices, the presented approach is valid for other frequencies, such as radio-, microwaves, infrared and visible ranges.

In this work we considered only normal incidence of electromagnetic waves, but the approach can be easily extended to an oblique incidence with the TE and TM reflection and transmission coefficients (6). It is important, however, that the diffraction effects are negligible.

As an example, we demonstrated the THz absorbers based on continuous graphene and graphene fishnet. In the former case the continuous graphene layer above a ground plane works as a narrowband absorber (bandwidth 0.4 THz), while the employment of the plasmonic res-
onance in a structured graphene metamaterial allows for a broadband tunable absorber (bandwidth 1.9 THz).

A wide range of other terahertz devices can be described with the effective surface conductivity approach: modulators, tunable filters, polarizers, polarization converters, sensors, etc. We believe, that this approach will become a useful tool for the emerging field of graphene terahertz photonics.
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